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            Abstract
Topology is a powerful recent concept asserting that quantum states could be globally protected against local perturbations1,2. Dissipationless topologically protected states are therefore of major fundamental interest as well as of practical importance in metrology and quantum information technology. Although topological protection can be robust theoretically, in realistic devices it is often susceptible to various dissipative mechanisms, which are difficult to study directly because of their microscopic origins. Here we use scanning nanothermometry3 to visualize and investigate the microscopic mechanisms that undermine dissipationless transport in the quantum Hall state in graphene. Simultaneous nanoscale thermal and scanning gate microscopy shows that the dissipation is governed by crosstalk between counterpropagating pairs of downstream and upstream channels that appear at graphene boundaries as a result of edge reconstruction. Instead of local Joule heating, however, the dissipation mechanism comprises two distinct and spatially separated processes. The work-generating process that we image directly, which involves elastic tunnelling of charge carriers between the quantum channels, determines the transport properties but does not generate local heat. By contrast, the heat and entropy generation processâ€”which we visualize independentlyâ€”occurs nonlocally upon resonant inelastic scattering from single atomic defects at graphene edges, and does not affect transport. Our findings provide an insight into the mechanisms that conceal the true topological protection, and suggest routes towards engineering more robust quantum states for device applications.
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                    Fig. 1: Imaging the violation of the quantum Hall topological protection.


Fig. 2: Work-generating and entropy-generating processes.


Fig. 3: Control and separation of the work- and entropy-generating processes.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Optical image of sample A.
Shown are the hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructure (green), the etched regions exposing the SiO2/Si substrate (dark) and the metal contacts (yellow). The dashed rectangles mark the regions shown in Fig. 2 (red) and Supplementary Video 2 (blue). The current is applied to the bottom constriction and drained at the top contact, and the corresponding voltages Vxx and V2p are measured in the scanning-gate mode. The dashed line on the right shows the native edge of graphene encapsulated in hBN.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Optical and scanning electron microscopy images of sample B.
a, Optical image showing the hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructure (light green), etched tranches exposing the SiO2/Si substrate (light blue), bottom plunger gates (light brown) and the metal contacts (dark). The dashed rectangle marks the region shown in Fig. 3, Extended Data Figs. 6, 7, 9, Supplementary Fig. 2 and with variable voltage Vpg applied to the plunger gates. The current is applied to the top contact and drained at the bottom contact and the corresponding voltages Vxx and V2p are measured in the scanning gate mode. b, Scanning electron micrograph of a twin sample of device B showing (from bright to dark) the metal contacts, four plunger gates, hBN/graphene/hBN, and the etched trenches.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Optical image of sample C.
Shown are the hBN/graphene/hBN heterostructure (light brown), etched trenches exposing the SiO2/Si substrate (light cyan) and the metal contacts (yellow). The bottom plunger gates are difficult to distinguish in the optical image and are artificially highlighted in a dark orange colour. The dashed rectangle marks the region shown inÂ Supplementary Fig. 2. The current is applied to the top contact and drained at the bottom, and the corresponding voltages Vxx and V2p are measured in the scanning gate mode.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Transport measurements of samples B and C.
a, b, Colour rendering of Rxx of samples B (a) and C (b) as a function of the back-gate voltage Vbg and the applied perpendicular magnetic field Bz.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Effect of the plunger gate on transport characteristics.
a, An optical image of device B with the measurement circuit shown. b, Four-probe measurements of Hall conductance \({\sigma }_{yx}={R}_{yx}/({R}_{xx}^{2}+{R}_{yx}^{2})\) and Rxx against back-gate voltage Vbg for different Vpg values at Bz = 0.9 T and Iac = 50 nA at 93.72 Hz. A voltage of 3 V was applied to the two plunger gates on the right edge and \(-\)3 V was applied to the top plunger gate on the left edge. In this configuration the nontopological quantum Hall channels on the right edge of the sample are cut off, giving rise to enhanced \({R}_{xx}\) response on the left edge upon varying Vpg. c, Rxx plotted against Vbg from b plotted on a logarithmic scale. d, Values from the four-probe measurement of Rxx plotted against Vpg at Vbg = âˆ’1 V (dashed line in c).


Extended Data Fig. 6 Visualization of bulk current flow upon cutting off nontopological channels.
a, Schematic trajectories of quantum Hall edge channels with the nontopological pair of channels cut off by the hole-depleting plunger gate. b, Scanning gate Rxx(r) image in sample B at Vbg = âˆ’1.2 V, Vtg = 3 V, Vpg = âˆ’0.1 V and Idc = 1.75 ÂµA, revealing current flowing through the bulk the in the cut-off region (diffuse red blob). c, Tac(r) acquired simultaneously with Rxx(r) showing \(\dot{Q}\) rings along the graphene boundaries due to nonlocal dissipation. The images were acquired in the dashed red area in Extended Data Fig. 2.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Demonstration of hole edge accumulation in n-doped bulk.
a, Scanning gate Rxx(r) imaging of sample B (in the red dashed area in Extended Data Fig. 2) in the vicinity of n-doped Î½ = 2 plateau (Vbg = 0.12 V, Î½ = 2.07, Vpg = âˆ’2 V, see Extended Data Fig. 5c for transport) using a positive Vtg of 6 V. The depletion of the hole accumulated edges by the positive Vtg cases increase in Rxx(r) similar to the case of the p-doped bulk. b, Same as a in the vicinity of the Î½ = 6 plateau (Vbg = 1.475 V, Î½ = 5.98). In both images, Idc = 1.75 ÂµA.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Effect of the tip potential Vtg on the quantum Hall channels with p-doped edge accumulation.
aâ€“d, Schematic trajectories of the edge channels upon increasing Vtg. a, Non-perturbing tip at flat band conditions \({V}_{{\rm{tg}}}={V}_{{\rm{tg}}}^{{\rm{FB}}}\approx 0{\rm{V}}\). b, Application of a weakly perturbing Vtg slightly reduces the edge hole accumulation and shifts the nontopological quantum Hall channels closer to each other. c, A stronger depleting Vtg cuts off the nontopological pair of channels. d, A higher Vtg forms an n-doped region under the tip.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Demonstration of elastic tunnelling by comparing perturbing and non-perturbing tip potential in sample B.
a, Two probe R2p(r) in the case of non-perturbing \({V}_{{\rm{tg}}}=0.05{\rm{V}}\approx {V}_{{\rm{tg}}}^{{\rm{FB}}}\) showing essentially constant R2p(r). b, The corresponding Tdc(r) shows the current-induced temperature variation in the sample unperturbed by the tip at Vbg = âˆ’1.1 V (Î½ = âˆ’1.44), Vpg = âˆ’2 V and Idc = 1.75 ÂµA. The increased temperature at the bottom-right corner is caused by heat diffusion from the hot spot at the nearby current contact. c, R2p(r) for Vtg = 3 V revealing the location of \(\dot{W}({\bf{r}})\) processes by perturbing the local work by \(\delta \dot{W}({\bf{r}})\) through enhanced backscattering. d, The corresponding Tdc(r) showing the temperature map mimicking the R2p(r) signal caused by the enhanced nonlocal heat release \(\dot{Q}\) due to tip-induced \(\delta \dot{W}({\bf{r}})\). e, Horizontal line cuts of Tdc(r) along the green and blue lines in b. The green data show a peak at the graphene boundary (dashed yellow line in b) followed by a slowly decaying tail into the bulk, whereas the blue data display no peak at the inner edge of the plunger gates, showing that the \(\dot{W}({\bf{r}})\) process there is elastic. f, Vertical line cut through the protrusion region showing peaks at the graphene boundaries with overlapping tails in the middle. The coloured dots are the intersection points of the lines.





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
This provides additional discussion about supplementary scans and supplementary videos supporting the claims of the presented paper. It contains extensive discussion of the five Supplementary Videos and of SupplementaryÂ Figs. S1 to S3. SupplementaryÂ Fig. S1 supports the discussion of SupplementaryÂ Video V2 and SupplementaryÂ Figs. S2 and S3 demonstrate additional examples of plunger gate modification of edge reconstruction.


Supplementary Video 1
Thermal imaging \({T}_{ac}(r)\) vs \({V}_{bg}\) of sample A. Full sequence of \({T}_{ac}({\boldsymbol{r}})\) scans shown in Fig. 1c,d for backgate voltages \({V}_{bg}\) incremented from \(-\)8 V to 8 V at \(T=\) 4.2 K, \({B}_{z}=\) 1 T, and \({V}_{tg}=\) 8 V


Supplementary Video 2
Scanning gate imaging \({R}_{xx}(r)\) vs \({V}_{bg}\) of sample A. A sequence of scanning gate images of the four-probe resistance \({R}_{xx}({\boldsymbol{r}})\) in a zoomed-in region along the top boundary of sample A. The \({R}_{xx}({\boldsymbol{r}})={V}_{xx}({\boldsymbol{r}})/{I}_{dc}\) is recorded as a function of the tip position \({\boldsymbol{r}}\) for a range of back gate voltages \({V}_{bg}\) from \(-\)6 V to \(-\)1.9 V (\(\nu \,\)from \(-\)10.7 to 0.09) in small steps of \( \sim \)30 mV. Here \({B}_{z}=\) 1.0 T, \({V}_{tg}=\) 1 V, and the value of the applied current \({I}_{dc}\) is adjusted for each \({V}_{bg}\) to maintain total power dissipated in the sample of \({R}_{2p}{I}_{dc}^{2}=\) 2 nW. The dashed horizontal line denotes the top edge of the sample


Supplementary Video 3
Plunger gate \({V}_{pg}\) dependence. An example of the evolution of the simultaneously acquired thermal \({T}_{ac}({\boldsymbol{r}})\) and scanning gate \({R}_{xx}({\boldsymbol{r}})\) images in sample B upon varying \({V}_{pg}\) from +0.6 V to -2.0 V similarly to Fig. 3 for \({V}_{bg}=-\)1.05 V, \({V}_{tg}=\) 6 V, and \({I}_{dc}=\) 1.75 ÂµA. At this higher \({V}_{tg}\) the \(\dot{Q}\) rings and the \(\dot{W}\) arc-like features are readily resolved. The \(\dot{Q}\) rings due to phonon emission at the atomic defects are observed in the \({T}_{ac}({\boldsymbol{r}})\) images along the entire graphene perimeter, visible in the form of smaller diameter sharp rings


Supplementary Video 4
Current dependence. A sequence of \({R}_{xx}({\boldsymbol{r}})\) in sample B as a function of applied current \({I}_{ac}\), from 10 nA to 1.4 \(\mu \)A, at \({V}_{bg}=-\)1.0 V, \({V}_{pg}=-\)2.0 V, and \({V}_{tg}=\) 8.0 V


Supplementary Video 5
Effects of tip potential \({V}_{tg}\) on \({R}_{xx}(r)\). An example of the evolution of \({R}_{xx}({\boldsymbol{r}})\) upon varying \({V}_{tg}\) from -2 V to +10.25 V in sample B, at \({V}_{bg}=-\)1 V (\(\nu =-\)1.15), \({V}_{pg}=-\)0.22 V (neutral plunger gate), and very low current of \({I}_{ac}=\) 10 nA
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